simplifying IT

ABOUT US
A premier provider of IT consulting and support
services, MJM IT Solutions has become the full service IT
department of choice for professionals and small businesses
across the Twin Cities.

consulting
sales
service
support

Our core clients are
companies that range from five to
one hundred employees, spanning various industries
such as healthcare, non-profit, manufacturing, finance, retail
wholesale, and professional services.

Although each client

conducts business differently, they all require their technology
platform to be as reliable and secure as possible in order to
support their strategic goals.

MJM IT Solutions was founded on the simple principle that
smaller businesses need IT services and solutions just as much
as big companies, but they often can’t justify the expense of a
dedicated IT department.

With MJM as their IT partner, our

customers are able to focus their energy and resources on
growing their business as well as their bottom line while utilizing
the technology they need to compete and succeed in today’s fast
paced, rapidly changing environment.

MJM is dedicated to delivering customized, scalable and
business-driven solutions so you can be more productive,
competitive and profitable.

mjm IT SOLUTIONS, INC.
4671 Weston Hills Drive
Eagan, MN 55123-3977
651.456.9307 ph
651.456.9915 fax
www.mjmitsolutions.com

mjm IT SOLUTIONS
SMALL BUSINESS SUPPORT SPECIALISTS

IT solutions that work for your business.
DELIVERING RELIABLE, SECURE ENVIRONMENTS

MANAGED SOLUTIONS
Our talented support team will set up and
manage the infrastructure, monitor its lifecycle
and handle all daily operations without hassling
If something has gone wrong and its not clear who you should call, our on-demand support offers the
solution you’ve been looking for. We’ll quickly diagnose the problem, develop a solution and get your
business back up and running fast.

• MANAGED INFRASTRUCTURE
• VIRTUALIZATION

address any issues that come up.

WEB SOLUTIONS

IT S U P P O R T S OL U T I ON S
• ON DEMAND SERVICES

you. We’ll let you know how things are going and

Don’t let an outdated web site give your
customers the wrong impression.

flexible solutions for
your business needs

Focus on

growing your business and let us take care of
updating your site to keep it relevant in today’s
competitive market.

• WEB SOLUTIONS

VIRTUALIZATION SOLUTIONS
IT ON DEMAND

SMALL BUSINESS SPECIALISTS

Future proof your infrastructure, cut costs,

Our highly qualified technical consultants are

Our services are targeted to let you offload

increase

ready to provide you with fast help no matter

routine, but vital infrastructure monitoring and

essential business requirements more effectively.
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infrastructure. This “pay as you go” support is

concentrate on your business.

available without a contract on a simple fee for

function as an extension of your business,

service basis. This keeps your costs low and

providing proactive services that help prevent

your results predictable: you receive quick,

problems before they happen and fix them

effective desktop or network support problem

quickly

resolution at a reasonable price, with a personal
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WE WORK WITH A DIVERSE CUSTOMER BASE. HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?
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businesses can no longer afford to ignore.

deliver

